
COMP 101 Review Session 5
With Tony and Mason



Quiz Tomorrow 

● Tomorrow’s quiz will focus mainly on classes, objects, and some 
functions.

● Because we haven’t learned much new material that will be tested on, 
today’s review session will be mostly hands on with some conceptual 
review. 

● Tentative final exam review session- Sunday, May 5 at 5pm. Location TBD
● Let’s get started!



Instantiating an Object: the “new” keyword

book:

pages: 455
title: “The Goblet of 
Fire”



Type Inference with Objects:

book:

pages: 455
title: “The Goblet of 
Fire”

Note: we’ve still included the new keyword!



Changing an Object’s Default Properties

book:

pages: 455
title: “Goblet of Fire”

book:

pages: 752
title: “Goblet of Fire”

book:

pages: 752
title: “Breaking Dawn”



Objects Have Types!

● The “type” of an object is the class that it was modeled upon!
● In the first case, we made an object of type “Book” called “hP”, and 

that book object is comprised of two properties: a number property 
called pages and string property called title. Where do we get this 
information? The “class definition”!



Object’s Have Types!

Class Def. 

The object’s “type”



1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Initialize object

Jump to object definition
Set default property
Set default property
Set default property

Access and edit property
Access and edit property

In what order does 
the code run? 

name: “” 

age: 0 

hasGrapefruit: false
Student

“Mason”

21

true

Access and edit property



Code Writing: Twitter Profile

● Write a function called 
“displayProfile” that takes in a 
TwitterProfile and returns a string 
that is the users name 
concatenated with their age 
concatenated with their interests.

● When the profile to the right is 
passed into “displayProfile”, it would 
return

 “Mason 21 biking climbing”



Twitter Profile: Answer



Hands On: Quiz Calculator

● Create a Quiz class with two number properties called num and score with 
default value 0. Add a constructor that takes in and sets values for both 
properties.

● Define a function called avgScore that takes in an array of Quiz objects 
and returns their average score.

● In main, make a valid function call to avgScore and print the result.
● BONUS? Define a function called dropLowest that takes in an array of 

Quiz objects. Return an array containing all but the lowest scoring Quiz.



Check in on Course.Care

41328







Hands-On: Pour Milk

What is printed when we run main?



Hands-On: Milk Stats

What is printed when we run main?


